Dual-gated topological insulator thin-film device for efficient Fermi-level tuning.
Observations of novel quantum phenomena expected for three-dimensional topological insulators (TIs) often require fabrications of thin-film devices and tuning of the Fermi level across the Dirac point. Since thin films have both top and bottom surfaces, an effective control of the surface chemical potential requires dual gating. However, a reliable dual-gating technique for TI thin films has not yet been developed. Here we report a comprehensive method to fabricate a dual-gated TI device and demonstrate tuning of the chemical potential of both surfaces across the Dirac points. The most important part of our method is the recipe for safely detaching high-quality, bulk-insulating (Bi(1-x)Sb(x))2Te3 thin films from sapphire substrates and transferring them to Si/SiO2 wafers that allow back gating. Fabrication of an efficient top gate by low-temperature deposition of a SiN(x) dielectric complements the procedure. Our dual-gated devices are shown to be effective in tuning the chemical potential in a wide range encompassing the Dirac points on both surfaces.